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Criterion H and to reflect recent alterations to the property’.10 Council goes on to state that ‘GJM have 

recommended that the place be retained in the Heritage Overlay but that the Citation and SoS be 

amended to delete Criterion H and reflect recent alterations, citing that: due to new information 

provided, 82 Reserve Road, Beaumaris, no longer meets the threshold of Criterion H.’11   

Criterion H addresses the special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of 

importance in our history (associative significance), it has nothing to do with the changes that have 

occurred to the property since the Parry’s bought it. Running these two things together with a 

conjunction (the word and) and without explanation as to why Criterion H is proposed to be deleted 

is poor at best.  The fact is, both Council and GJM should have been acutely aware of the words in the 

Study. The words concerned are GJM’s words, they are not new, and they do not present new 

information.  

However, the words go directly to the lack of a record of John Kirk’s career in architecture and his 

architectural work. These words should have removed the attempt in the Study to link John Kirk to 

other architects of renown in the sub class ‘Architect’s Own Residences’ and compare the Parry’s home 

to the work of these other architects and their homes. However, that is where John Kirk now sits in 

the Study for comparative purposes, as does his home, being compared to the other architects who 

produced a body of work of substance, with examples in Bayside and other Local Government Areas. 

To make matters worse, Ms Schmeder recommended that.…John Kirk’s association with Bayside would 

be better reflected in Criterion A, rather than Criterion H. 12 

Criterion A requires the assessment of a place, to establish its importance to the course or pattern of 

our cultural or natural history (historical significance). With respect, there is no logic in Ms Schmeder’s 

recommendation. John Kirk’s association with Bayside was that he lived in Beaumaris for 61 years, and 

designed and lived in his home or place, as the word place is used in the context of PPN1. This is not 

noteworthy; it is not important, and it does not make the place any more significant than it is found.  

This applies to many other homes not included in the study. In fact, this approach now devalues the 

place and the essence of the Study which is to identify and protect homes which are of local 

significance.  

What has now been established is the fact that an architect of no standing built an ordinary home and 

lived in it. When John Kirk’s home is compared with homes designed and lived in by the Modernist 

architects already named, in the ‘Architect’s Own Residences’, these being architects of repute, the 

home definitely fails to establish a threshold of historical significance. No matter where John Kirk’s 

name is now placed in the Study or Citation, his work, the Parry’s home is in no way sensibly 

comparable to the work of the other named architects. To take this issue to its logical conclusion, 

Council, GJM and Ms Schmeder have all come to the inescapable conclusion that the evidence to 

support John Kirk’s association with Criterion H was flawed and, it being GJM’s evidence, it had to be 

removed without losing the connection to all the other homes that architects of standing designed 

and then lived in.   

The Study cites key features of the Parry’s home in four dot points. The first of these is ‘siting to 

maximise the northern aspect.13  The Parry’s home is on a corner block on the southern side of Victor 

St and the eastern side of Reserve Rd.  Its north longitudinal side faces onto Victor St, (the side shown 

in the photo in the Study) with the front of the home and front door facing towards Reserve Rd.  All 

the other homes on the southern side of Victor St are also oriented on their blocks to maximise the 

solar benefits of the sun as it moves from east to west. Most also enjoy the views out over tennis 

 
10 Ibid, p.20 
11 Ibid, Delegates Response, no page numbering. 
12 Ibid. 
13 City of Bayside, Post-War Modern Residential Heritage Study, (Final Report July 2022) Volume 3, p.532. 
 








